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Abstract

Several recent studies have found that throwing athletes typically have lower humeral torsion (retroversion) and a greater range of external rotation at the shoulder than non-athletes. How these two parameters are related is debated. This study uses data from a sample of both throwers and non-throwers to test a new model that predicts torsion values from a range of motion data. The model proposes a series of predicted regressions which can help provide new insight into the factors affecting rotational range of motion at the shoulder. Humeral torsion angles were measured from computed tomography scans collected from 25 male subjects. These values are compared to predicted torsion values for the same subjects calculated from both kinematic and goniometric range-of-motion data. Results show that humeral torsion is negatively correlated (goniometric: \( r = -0.409, P = 0.047 \); kinematic: \( r = -0.442, P = 0.035 \)) with external rotational range of motion and positively correlated (goniometric: \( r = 0.741, P < 0.001 \); kinematic: \( r = 0.559, P = 0.006 \)) with internal rotational range of motion. The predicted torsion values are highly correlated (goniometric: \( r = 0.815, P < 0.001 \); kinematic: \( r = 0.617, P = 0.006 \)) with actual torsion values. Deviations in the data away from predicted equations highlight significant differences between high torsion and low torsion individuals that may have significant functional consequences. The method described here may be useful for non-invasively assessing the degree of torsion in studies of the evolution and biomechanics of the shoulder and arm, and for testing hypotheses about the etiology of repetitive stress injuries among athletes and others who throw frequently.
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Introduction

Humeral torsion describes the angular difference between the orientation of the proximal humeral head and the axis of the elbow at the distal humerus. This angle is measured at the intersection of two lines: one that evenly bisects the articular surface of the humeral head proximally, and the second being the transepicondylar line distally (Fig. 1). In the clinical literature, this angle is measured in the opposing direction and is referred to as humeral retroversion. Therefore, a measured increase in retroversion is the same as a decrease in torsion. These two terms simply represent different assumptions about the neutral position of this angle (Evans & Krahl, 1945; Krahl, 1947; Hill et al. 1989; Larson, 2007b; Rhodes, 2007). The use of alternative terms has led to some confusion in the literature (Larson, 2007b; Rhodes, 2007). For clarity, we will here use exclusively the term humeral torsion and have translated the results of previous studies cited as needed.

In humans, humeral torsion is highly variable. Torsion values have been shown to differ between western and non-western populations (Broca, 1881; Martin, 1933; Evans & Krahl, 1945; Krahl & Evans, 1945), males and females (Broca, 1881; Martin, 1933; Krahl & Evans, 1945; Edelson, 1999), and by side of the body (Broca, 1881; Krahl & Evans, 1945; Kronberg et al. 1990). Torsion also varies ontogenetically, with younger individuals having less torsion, which then increases during postnatal growth (Krahl, 1947; Edelson, 2000; Scheuer & Black, 2000; Cowgill, 2007). During normal
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Fig. 1 Humeral torsion (in blue) is determined by measuring the angle between the orientation of the humeral head and the distal condyle of the humerus. In the clinical literature, the same angle is referred to as humeral retroversion (in yellow) and is measured in the opposite direction.

postnatal ontogeny, torsion steadily increases by an average of 23.4° until the completion of skeletal growth (Cowgill, 2007). Much of this change in torsion seems to occur at the proximal humerus, which is one of the last bones in the body to fuse: only 20% of individuals have achieved fusion by 18 years of age (McKern & Stewart, 1957).

Many previous functional studies of humeral torsion have focused on the relationship between torsion and habitual throwing activity (Pieper, 1998; Crockett et al. 2002; Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). Athletes who habitually throw tend to have 10–20° less torsion in their dominant, throwing arm compared to their non-dominant arm and the arms of non-throwing controls (King et al. 1969; Brown et al. 1988; Magnusson et al. 1994; Bigliani et al. 1997; Pieper, 1998; Crockett et al. 2002; Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Borsa et al. 2005, 2006; Chant et al. 2007). No statistical difference has been found between arms in non-throwing controls (Pieper, 1998; Crockett et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). Furthermore, Pieper (1998) showed that when throwing athletes are subdivided into those with and without chronic pain, those reporting chronic pain did not show this reduction in dominant arm torsion. Other studies have sought to further clarify the relationship of torsion to injury by linking torsion to rotational range-of-motion (ROM) in the shoulder (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007).

Deficits to rotational ROM in the shoulder have long been suggested as a potential cause of shoulder injury in throwing athletes (Ellenbecker et al. 2002; Burkhart et al. 2003a,b; Dines et al. 2009; Torres & Gomes, 2009; Wilk et al. 2011). A recent study by Wilk et al. (2011) showed that a deficit to the total rotational ROM at the shoulder of as little as 5° led to a twofold increase in the likelihood of injury. Previous work has shown that, much like torsion, rotational ROM also differs between dominant and non-dominant arms in throwing athletes (Brown et al. 1988; Ellenbecker et al. 1996, 2002; Kibler et al. 1996; Bigliani et al. 1997; Crockett et al. 2002; Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). Throwing athletes typically have an externally shifted ROM arc in the throwing arm, with an increase in external rotational ROM of between 9° and 13° and a similar deficit to the internal rotational ROM (Crockett et al. 2002; Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007).

Beyond its relevance to understanding injury, rotational range of motion at the shoulder may also have significant performance consequences. Glenohumeral rotation is known to be a significant contributor to power generated during the throwing motion (Dillman, 1990; Fleisig et al. 1995, 1996; Bigliani et al. 1997; Hirashima et al. 2007). Reaching angular velocities in excess of 9000° per second, the rapid internal rotation of the humerus is the fastest motion produced by the human body and this rotation can generate very high torques (Fleisig et al. 1995, 1996; Bigliani et al. 1997; Pappas et al. 1985). Whether modifications to the rotational ROM allow additional acceleration of the arm and torque production at the shoulder is unknown and is an important avenue for future research.

What factors contribute to variations in the rotational ROM arc is unclear. Numerous authors have posited that these modifications result primarily from changes to the soft tissues of the shoulder capsule (King et al. 1969; Pappas et al. 1985; Brown et al. 1988; Kvitne & Jobe, 1993; Magnusson et al. 1994; Jobe et al. 1996; Bigliani et al. 1997; Burkhart et al. 2000; Meister, 2000a,b). These same studies note the high prevalence of severe laxity in the anterior glenohumeral capsule of throwing athletes. Burkhard and colleagues have further suggested that this anterior laxity is accompanied by tightening of the ligaments in the posterior portion of the capsule (Burkhart et al. 2000, 2003a). Still others have suggested that skeletal remodeling of the proximal humerus is the major cause of modifications to the rotational ROM at the shoulder (Pieper, 1998; Crockett et al. 2002; Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). Several studies investigating the relationship between humeral torsion and rotational ROM have found significant correlations between these two variables in professional and collegiate throwing athletes (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). However, these correlations have not been consistent in either strength or directionality between studies.

Although the studies noted above have all found significant negative correlations between external rotational ROM and torsion, the relationship between internal rotational ROM and torsion is less clear. Osbahr et al. (2002) and Reagan et al. (2002) found no statistically significant relationship between internal rotational ROM and torsion in baseball pitchers. In contrast, Reagan et al. (2002) found these variables to be significantly, negatively correlated in baseball players playing field positions. This result contrasts with another study of baseball players of unspecified
positions in which internal rotational ROM and torsion were significantly, positively correlated (Chant et al. 2007).

We sought to clarify and generalize the relationship between humeral torsion and rotational range of motion at the shoulder using a sample of both collegiate athletes and non-athletes. We propose a simple, new model to predict expected torsion values from ROM data collected using both standard goniometry and kinematics. Our method is then validated against observed (actual) torsion values derived from computed tomography (CT). This observed vs. expected framework allows us to generate testable predictions and move beyond simple strength of correlation results. Using this method, we can begin to address the complex interplay between how soft and hard tissues affect ROM at the shoulder joint, how this interplay may relate to injury, and the possible functional consequences of these tradeoffs. This method also provides a means to assess ranges of motion in the fossil record, allowing us to test some hypotheses about the evolution of throwing capabilities.

**Model**

We tested a model that uses ROM measures to predict torsion values and vice versa. Our model is based on a set of simple assumptions.

We begin with the assumption that the total rotational ROM (internal + external) is not correlated significantly with the degree of torsion, as shown by previous studies (Osbah et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). We therefore would expect any angular change at the external end of the ROM arc must be coupled with a commensurate, opposing angular change at the internal end of the ROM arc. Thus, whereas the values for internal and external rotational ROM will change, the sum of these to values will not. This requires a one-to-one tradeoff between internal and external rotational ROM will change, which accounts for the constant total ROM value, and leads to all regression predictions between torsion and any range of motion value in our analyses having an absolute slope of 1.0. This predicted slope allows for changes in torsion to affect changes in the position of the ROM arc relative to the body without affecting the total ROM. Furthermore, this assumption of a constant total ROM leads to the prediction that the regression relationships between external rotational ROM/torsion and internal rotational ROM/torsion should also be inversely related (as one increases, the other decreases).

Predicting torsion values from ROM data further requires the assumption that the midpoint of the total ROM arc represents the neutral, resting position of the humerus in relation to the scapular glenoid. If this is correct, then the location of this neutral position should provide an indication of the degree of humeral torsion. Individuals with a total ROM midpoint that is internally shifted are predicted to have a higher torsion value than individuals with more externally shifted total ROM midpoints. Using the measured external and internal rotational ROM maxima, expected torsion values are generated using the formula below (see also Fig. 2). Note that the addition/subtraction of 180° in all formulas allows our results to be reported using a common convention for human torsion values (e.g. Martin, 1933; Larson, 1988):

\[
\text{Torsion (predicted)} = 180 - \left( \frac{x_{\text{max Ext ROM}} - x_{\text{max Int ROM}}}{2} \right)
\]

To test our assumptions, these expected values are regressed against actual torsion values. If our model is accurate, the predicted torsion values will closely match the actual values. Thus, for the predicted torsion (y)/actual torsion (x) regression we predict a regression equation of \( y = x \).

Although predicting torsion values from ROM data is useful, when the actual regressions differ from our predictions it becomes important to address the discrepancy accurately. By running our model in the reverse direction and predicting external and internal rotational ROM from actual torsion values we can better identify the source of the discrepancy. These reverse predictions again rely on the assumption that the midpoint of the total rotational ROM reflects the underlying torsion. Given this assumption, a predicted ROM midpoint can be generated from actual torsion values. By adding/subtracting half of the mean total
ROM from this midpoint, external and internal ROM maxima can be generated. The formula used to generate predicted external ROM values is:

$$\text{External ROM (predicted)} = \frac{\text{Actual torsion} + \left(180 + \frac{1}{2} \text{total ROM}\right)}{C_0}$$

The regression equation derived from this formula is $$y = -x + \left(180 + \frac{1}{2} \text{total ROM}\right)$$; with $y$ as predicted external ROM and $x$ as actual torsion. For our calculations, we use the mean total ROM value across all subjects (reported below). According to our model, as torsion increases there should be a commensurate decrease in external ROM maxima (hence the slope of $-1.0$). This prediction is tested against the actual, external rotational ROM maxima/torsion regression. The formula used to generate predicted internal ROM values is:

$$\text{Internal ROM (predicted)} = \frac{\text{Actual torsion} - \left(180 - \frac{1}{2} \text{total ROM}\right)}{C_0}$$

The regression equation derived from this formula is $$y = x - \left(180 - \frac{1}{2} \text{total ROM}\right)$$; with $y$ as predicted internal ROM and $x$ as actual torsion. Accordingly, as torsion increases, so should the internal ROM maxima (hence the slope of 1.0). This prediction is tested against the actual internal rotational ROM maxima/torsion regression.

**Materials and methods**

**Subjects**

Twenty-five adult male subjects (ages 18–35 years) were recruited to participate in the study. Thirteen of the subjects were collegiate athletes (six baseball players from a variety of positions, seven athletes from non-throwing sports) and the remaining 12 subjects were non-athletes. The proportions of the study sample were chosen to maximize the variance in torsion values surveyed and to reduce the effects of pathological ROM often found in throwing athletes (Burkhart et al. 2000; Dines et al. 2009; Wilk et al. 2011). Institutional review board approval was obtained from both Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard University. Subjects provided written consent and completed an injury history and physical activity questionnaire prior to participation in the study.

**Computed tomography (CT) imaging**

All subjects were CT scanned at the Massachusetts General Hospital Imaging Center using a GE 8-slice Lightspeed Computed Tomography Imager. A low dose scanning technique was used to minimize radiation exposure to the subjects. Subjects were positioned on the scanner examination table with their dominant arm fully adducted at their side and their elbow flexed 90° with their forearm resting on their abdomen. The arm was then immobilized by wedging a stiff pillow between the arm and the examination table. Two separate scans were targeted and collected at the shoulder and the elbow. Each scan covered approximately 5 cm of the arm, capturing each end of the humerus with 5-mm-thick image slices. The images were processed using IMAGE J software and the humeral torsion angle calculated (following Hernigou et al. 2002) by subtracting the angle of the transepicondylar line from the axis of the humeral head (Fig. 3). The humeral torsion angle was calculated using the mean of the three best superior and inferior scans. The measurement reliability was calculated (see Supporting Information) and the mean torsion angle was used in the analysis as the actual, CT-derived torsion value.

**Range of motion (ROM) measures**

Active ROM was measured using both standard goniometry and three-dimensional kinematic imaging. Active ROM, where subjects rotate their arm to the limits of their ROM using their own muscular power, was used instead of passive ROM because it most closely approximates the functional ROM available for actions such as throwing and also reduces the effects of any anisotropy in the capsular ligaments. The two different methods for collecting ROM data were used to maximize the utility of our method for a variety of research and clinical contexts.

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png) Humeral torsion was measured in IMAGE J by creating transects between the inflection points marking the anatomical neck proximally (A) and along the distal transepicondylar line (B).
For goniometric ROM measurements, subjects were positioned on an examination table with their dominant arm off the side of the table (Fig. 4). The arm was positioned in line with both shoulders in a neutral shoulder flexion/extension posture. The shoulder was abducted 90° and the elbow flexed 90°. The subject was instructed to keep their shoulder pressed to the examination table to prevent scapular movement. The subject then rotated his arm to both its maximal external and internal rotation position and held this position for 5 s for goniometric measurement taken along the length of the forearm. The measurements were taken using a Jamar 12½” goniometer, which was modified to include a weighted plumb line to serve as a vertical arm. The rotational motion and measurements were repeated twice. Measurement repeatability was calculated using the interclass correlation (see Supporting Information). The means of both external and internal ROM maxima measures were taken and the predicted, goniometry-derived torsion value was calculated using Eqn 1.

For the kinematic ROM measurements, data was collected using an eight-camera Qualisys Motion Capture 3D Infrared Oqus camera system collecting at 500 Hz. All subjects were fitted with nine 25-cm passive reflective markers. The markers were placed on C7 prominent, both hips (at the greater trochanter of the femora), both scapular acromion, the lateral and medial epicondyles of the dominant side distal humerus and both ulnar and radial styloid processes in the dominant side wrist. The subject was then seated in an armless, high-backed office chair in an upright posture with the back firmly against the chair back. The subject was again instructed to position his arm out to the side of his body, in line with both shoulders. The shoulder was abducted 90° and the elbow flexed 90°. The subject was then instructed to again rotate their arm to both its maximal external and internal rotation position with as little scapular motion as possible (to limit scapular protraction or retraction). The motion was repeated between four and six times during 30 s of data capture. Raw 3D marker positional data were processed using Qualisys TASK MANAGER software and exported for analysis to MATLAB 7.6. Custom-written MATLAB code was used to calculate external and internal ROM maxima while correcting for minor deviations in elbow and shoulder position. Measurement reliability was calculated and the means of both external and internal rotational maxima were used to generate predicted, kinematics-derived torsion values using Eqn 1.

Statistical analysis

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated and the presence of outliers tested (using Mahalanobis distances at a 95% confidence interval) with SPSS version 5 software. Intraclass correlations were calculated to assess measurement reliability using SPSS version 19 software.

Results

Total rotational ROM was calculated first as an initial test of the validity of our model. Total ROM values, calculated as the external ROM maxima plus the internal ROM maxima, ranged from 108.5 to 205.5° (goniometric: mean 153.4, SD 18.2; kinematic: mean 142.3, SD 21.5). As hypothesized, no statistically significant correlation was found between actual torsion and the total rotational ROM (goniometric: r = 0.229, P = 0.293; kinematic: r = 0.328, P = 0.127). This lack of a significant relationship between torsion and total rotational ROM is consistent with previous studies (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007) and provides support for our model’s initial assumption.

The measured values of both internal and external rotation ROM were then regressed against actual, CT-derived torsion values. These regressions were compared to the predicted regression relationship derived from the model to assess any potential skew in our model.

Measured external ROM values ranged from 70.5 to 120.5° (goniometric: mean 100.7, SD 10.9; kinematic: mean 105.4, SD 7.9). In keeping with previous work (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007) and our model’s predictions, external rotational ROM is significantly negatively correlated with actual torsion using both goniometric (r = −0.409) and kinematic (r = −0.442) measures. However, the slope of the measured external ROM/torsion regression is significantly lower than our predicted slope of −1.0 (Fig. 5A,D). This deviation from the predicted equation appears to be driven primarily by lower than predicted external ROM values in low torsion individuals.

Measured internal ROM values ranged from 1 to 99.5° (goniometric: mean 51.5, SD 15.5; kinematic: mean 34.8, SD 22.4). As hypothesized, internal rotational ROM is significantly positively correlated with actual torsion using both goniometric (r = 0.741) and kinematic (r = 0.559) measures. The internal ROM/actual torsion regression equations are not significantly different from the predicted equation and the predicted slope of 1.0 (Fig. 5B,E).

Finally, predicted torsion values were calculated from both ROM data sets and regressed against actual torsion. The actual (CT-derived) torsion values ranged from 111.6 to 184.1° (mean = 141.1, SD = 18.3). Both predicted torsion measures are significantly correlated with actual torsion
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Goniometric predictions are more highly correlated \( (r = 0.815) \) with actual values than are the kinematic predictions \( (r = 0.617) \). Beyond the strength of the correlations, it is worth noting that neither predicted vs. actual torsion regressions has the slope of 1.0 expected in our model. Both predicted/actual torsion regressions show significantly higher predicted values in individuals with low actual torsion. This is in keeping with the deviation from expected values found in the external ROM maxima in low torsion individuals. While the strength of the correlations varies between the ROM collection methods, the regression equations for both predicted/actual torsion regressions are statistically indistinguishable from each other.

Discussion

As predicted, the above results show that the ROM available for internal rotation increases with humeral torsion. Further, this increase is accompanied by a decrease in the ROM available for external rotation. This finding supports the inverse tradeoff between internal and external rotation and humeral torsion found by Chant et al. (2007). The strength of the correlations reported here between ROM and torsion are equivalent to previous published values for external rotation ROM and significantly higher than previously published values for internal rotation ROM (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). This improved correlation coefficient for the relationship between internal rotational ROM and torsion may partly result from increasing the variance in the sample by including non-throwers in the study population.

As in previous studies, no significant relationship was found between total rotational ROM and humeral torsion (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). This result supports the validity of our model’s assumptions. It should be noted that there is a non-significant trend in this relationship towards a slight increase in total rotational ROM with increased torsion from both ROM datasets. A power test indicates that significantly larger samples would be required to test the statistical validity of this trend (needed sample, goniometric: 197; kinematic: 92). If this trend were supported, it would seem to defy clinical expectations that low torsion throwing athletes might be expected to extend their total rotational ROM with increased laxity of the anterior shoulder capsule. However, in the light of its current non-significance this trend should be interpreted with caution until a larger, balanced sample of throwers and non-throwers is available.

The strength of the correlation coefficients reported here suggests that the hard tissue contributions to rotational ROM are significant and that soft tissue contributions are likely of secondary importance and are possibly quite minimal. The differences in capsular laxity reported in previous studies (Burkhart et al. 2000; Dines et al. 2009; Torres & Gomes, 2009) may in fact be the result of other shoulder motions and have very little to do with humeral rotation. Given the near spherical shape of the articular surface of the humeral head and the rotational nature of the motion investigated here, it seems likely that, in a neutral shoulder...
flexion/extension posture, the anterior and posterior ligaments of the glenohumeral capsule would be stretched roughly equally. Only when these humeral rotations are accompanied by deviations from this neutral flexion/extension posture, such as during the maximal shoulder extension seen in the windup of a pitch, would we expect the asymmetrical stretching of the capsular ligaments and the resulting laxity.

The strength of the predicted torsion values reported here strongly validate our method of estimating torsion using simple kinematic measures and without the use of costly radioactive imaging. Although the goniometric predictions were significantly stronger in this analysis than the kinematic method, this difference in strength may very well be due to small scapular protraction/retraction that occurred during the kinematic imaging trials. Whereas scapular movement was limited by contact with the table during goniometric data collection, this was not possible during the kinematic trials. Although our marker setup allowed us to identify protraction and retraction of the scapula, without additional markers collecting scapular movement data it was not possible to correct for the minor scapular rotations that accompanied these movements. Another potential factor affecting the strength of our regressions could result from not providing external support for the weight of the arm. Minor deviations in humeral position could introduce noise into our data. However, due to the short duration of data collection, fatigue effects are unlikely and humeral movements are thought to be quite minimal and evenly applied to both datasets. Although these small movements apparently reduced the strength of the regressions (more noticeably in the kinematic data), they did not significantly alter the slope of the regression equations. The consistency of the slope between both ROM datasets provides further confidence in the predictive model.

A key result is that the predicted torsion values deviate from the predicted regression equation \( y = x \), especially in the low torsion individuals. These low torsion individuals showed more internal rotation than expected and lower external rotation. In the kinematic ROM measures the high torsion individuals also deviate from the predicted regression with higher than expected external ROM and lower internal ROM. What factors are responsible for these residuals is unclear. Covarying changes in the carrying angle of the elbow (Hernigou et al. 2002) could be responsible for these differences, as might some non-ligamentous soft tissue constraint such as differences in muscle mass. Further research is needed to resolve this problem.

Based on our empirical data (reported in Fig. 5C,F), we propose that a better linear regression for predicting torsion would be \( y = 5x + ½ \text{ total ROM} \). This regression equation represents a simplification of the empirically derived slopes \( 0.4766x, 0.5315x \) to a slope of \( 0.5 \times \) and the empirical intercepts \( 72.505, 76.564 \) to an intercept equal to half of the total ROM (for our data – 71.2, 76.7 respectively). Using this modified regression equation to predicting torsion from ROM maxima, we derive:

\[
\text{Torsion(predicted)} = \left( 180 - \left( \frac{\text{max Ext ROM} - \text{max Ext ROM}}{2} - \frac{\text{total ROM}}{2} \right) \right) \div 0.5
\]

This predictive equation is useful in kinematic studies and when imaging of subjects is not possible. It could also be a useful clinical tool for quickly identifying throwing athletes with high torsion values who might be at increased risk of shoulder and elbow injury.

This non-invasive assessment of torsion may be particularly important for juvenile athletes. Little League players (especially pitchers) have been shown to have high rates of injury both to the shoulder and elbow (Adams, 1966; Gugenheim et al. 1976; Larson et al. 1976; Axe et al. 1996; Klingele & Kocher, 2002; Ricci & Mason, 2004; Olsen et al. 2006; Keeley et al. 2008; Stein & Micheli, 2011). It has been suggested that these injuries are the result of overuse of the shoulder and arm during the throwing motion (Jobe et al. 1996; Burkhart et al. 2000; Lyman et al. 2002; Fleisig et al. 2011). It is also possible that the risk of injury in juveniles is further increased due to the incomplete torsion of their throwing arm. Such incomplete torsion could lead to compensations in the throwing motion, which in turn could put additional stresses on downstream joint such as the elbow, leading to injury.

It is also noteworthy that there are some significant differences between the correlation values reported in this and other studies (Osbahr et al. 2002; Reagan et al. 2002; Chant et al. 2007). These may in fact represent important differences in functional constraints between differing study populations. Our study found correlation coefficients for external rotation ROM and torsion that were equal to or slightly lower than previous studies. Conversely, we found significantly higher correlation values for the relationship between internal rotation ROM and torsion. This may be due to the fact that our study surveyed a wide variety of torsion values and included many non-throwers, whereas previous work has largely focused on throwing athletes. It is possible that these groups have different functional requirements when it comes to humeral rotation. Non-throwers may require more internal rotational movement for manipulative tasks and power generation for actions such as pounding and prying. Conversely, throwing athletes, for whom high projectile velocity is imperative, may benefit greatly from increased external rotational ROM. An increase in external rotational ROM could allow throwers to achieve a much greater range of rotational motion prior to the release of the projectile and still maintain accuracy. Given that humeral rotation is known to occur very quickly and is a significant contributor to projectile velocity at release, a
change in rotational ROM could have significant performance effects during throwing. These potential differences in functional constraint may explain some important differences in the literature and are a relevant avenue of future study.

In short, humeral torsion significantly affects rotational ROM at the shoulder. Low torsion (high retroversion) is strongly associated with reduced internal rotational ROM and a greater range of external rotational ROM. We present a simple metric for assessing humeral torsion using non-invasive, easily obtained ROM data which can be helpful clinically in diagnosing individuals with high risk of shoulder and elbow injuries and useful for kinematic studies of shoulder motion. This method also allows for the assessment of rotational ROM at the shoulder from the skeleton itself. Assessing ROM using skeletal material allows for estimates of ROM at the shoulder in fossil hominins, which show considerable variability in this feature. For example, two recently published Homo erectus skeletons have been shown to have low degrees of humeral torsion (Larson, 2007a; Lordkipanidze et al. 2007). These values are similar to or lower than those found in the dominant arm in elite throwing athletes, suggesting a comparable or even more externally shifted ROM in these hominin shoulders. If it is the case, as we propose, that greater external rotational ROM at the shoulder increases throwing velocity, then it is possible that the uniquely human capacity for high performance throwing may have evolved by 2 million years ago. Testing this hypothesis, however, requires additional data on how rotational ROM evolved by 2 million years ago.

Testing this hypothesis, human capacity for high performance throwing may have greater external rotational ROM at the shoulder increases hominin shoulders. If it is the case, as we propose, that comparable or even more externally shifted ROM in these dominant arm in elite throwing athletes, suggesting a value similar to or lower than those found in the
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article:

Table S1. Measurement reliability using intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC).
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